Abstract -The paper discusses the aDplication of single crystal X-ray analysis to synthetic DNA fragments and surveys oligonucleotide structures Dublished between 1 978 and 1 984. It focuses on the effects of base sequence on local conformation, on the influence of the base stacking and the role of water in stabilising global conformations.
INTRODUCTION
Periodically, in different areas of science, a single brilliant idea emerges, which reduces the comDlexity of experimental observations to one basic concept and provides an insight into the mechanism of a wide range of disparate phenomena. A state of euphoria usually follows such a discovery while the new concept is applied to an even wider range of phenomena only to reveal, ultimately, a higher level of complexity, needing perhaps a new simplification.
The double helical structure of DNA roosed by Watson and Crick in 1953 [1] provided such a unifying concept to molecular biology. It lead to the discovery of the genetic code, to the very simple mechanism of the transmission of genetic information by complementary hydrogen bonding of base-pairs and to an explanation of mutations as a result of errors in the reading of the genetic code. During the next thirty years, as these ideas were explored in depth, more and more became known about the complexity of the biological mechanisms controlling these events. Many of the control functions were found to be mediated by proteins and enzymes which appear to recognise and interact with specific regions of DNA, characterised by conserved or semi-conserved base sequence.
Indeed, even without a full understanding of the molecular basis of these interactions it has been possible to use enzymes, particularly those involved in DNA cleavage and repair to determine the primary structure of DNA's of a variety of organisms and ultimately to create artificial mutations. A whole new field of genetic engineering was opened u with widespread scientific, medical and social implications, of a complexity hardly anticipated in the early days following Watson's and Crick's discovery. One of the keys to understanding this new complexity lies in the detailed secondary structure of DNA and the influence of specific base sequence on local conformation.
The original model for the double helix was based on X-ray fibre diffraction patterns which, because of the inherent disorders of the molecules, and lack of resolution, only indicate gross structural features, and certainly not conformational details at an atomic level. An added limitation of the method is that it can not be used to derive a structure directly, but only to test hypotheses and models.
Even then there may be difficulties in rejecting a wrong model. Although improved techniques for preparing fibres and computer fitting of models gave improved structural parameters [2] there was little change in our view of DNA as a monotonous right-handed helix, with conformational versatility limited to a few distinct families, principally the A and B-types.
These same limitations do not apply to X-ray diffraction from single crystals of homogeneous molecules. With single crystals it is possible to derive the structure of molecules at atomic or near pnwlqLA o fiG LG GUAILOUWGI4 12 LGqI1CGq OL Ju D2W LOm y-SOME CONSTRAINTS OF SINGLE CRYSTAL ANALYSIS Experimental limitations As discussed in the introduction, single crystal X-ray analysis can be carried to the limit of atomic resolution and it is possible to deduce the structure directly from X-ray data without chemical assumptions other than the existence of discrete atoms. For such an analysis, however, it is essential to measure the diffracted intensities to a resolution around 1 A or better. This requires . Single crystals of sufficient size to give measurable intensities to the limit of resolution -usually at least O.2x0. 1 xO. 1 mm3.
. Moderate thermal vibration of atoms since high thermal motions limit resolution. . The effect of thermal vibrations can be minimised by taking measurements at temperatures well below the melting point of the crystal.
• Highly ordered arrangement of atoms in the crystal structure, including, if the crystal is solvated, a well ordered solvent structure.
If the intensities can only be measured to a resolution of around 2.5 the structure can still be solved, usually either by isomorphous replacement, which requires the introduction of one or more heavy atoms without serious perturbation of the crystal structure, or by phase measurements using anomalous scatterers. There are also more or less sophisticated trial and error methods which are based on trying to fit a hypothetical model structure to the experimental observations to obtain a starting Structure refinement Once they phase problem is solved it is possible to use all measured experimental intensities to refine the positions and thermal vibrations of all atoms in the structure. With high resolution structures of moderate size the individual positional parameters can be located with an accuracy of around o.oi-o.ooiA since there are usually about 10 experimental points for each variable being refined. For large molecules and especially for large molecules of low (-2A) resolution there are proportionally fewer data points and it may be necessary to refine the structure as if it were composed of individual rigid molecular fragments. There are several different approaches to such constrained refinements and great care must be taken not to inhibit the refinement of a stuctural feature -not to impose, for example, planarity on a group of atoms which may in reality not be planar.
Problems with oligonucleotides
Early experiments with oligonucleotides soon indicated that these compounds are extremely difficult to crystallise. In the three laboratories mainly involved in this work many thousands of crystallisation experiments were carried out on a large variety of oligomers between 4-12 base pairs long. Success has so far been confined to the oligomers listed in Table 1 , a few others whose structures have been solved but not yet published, and a handful for which experimental measurements are available but whose structures could not, as yet, be solved. All the crystals so far examined are hydrated, (up to 60% by weight) and contain spermine and various counterions including Mg2, which aid crystallisation.
With the exception of two structures, intensity data could not be measured below 1 .8-2A probably because of disordered solvents and very small crystal size. The solution of oligonucleotide structures also presented its own problems with considerable restrictions on the heavy atom method, which had been so successful in the analysis of proteins. New trial and error methods were introduced [7] with spectacular success in favourable cases and sad failure, so far, in the case of oligomers which crystallise with several helices in the asymmetric unit. GUGL4G Uoe g2 pq T4GI4O GGU 2nbbo2Gq LOW g 2TuJG p2G-bL flUT4 fl4 ILOW o p2G-b9L
LG2bGc4IAGjX LGfUGWGU4
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V [30] q(cclVIVcc) An interesting feature of the structure is the pronounced "propeller twist" of individual base pairs, which has the effect of improving the stacking of bases along each strand of the double helix. The variations in local helical parameters and propellor twist with base sequence have been successfully correlated by Calladine's rules [15, 16] which are based on the principle of elastic beam mechanics. According to these rules a balance is achieved between the propeller twist angles, which maximise base overlaps and the helical turn and base plane roll angles which relieve the steric clash between the large purine bases. I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12
Agreement between observed () and predicted (---) local parameters. In the extended structure the symmetry related molecules are linked by hydrogen bonding between minor-groove atoms and water molecules, which will be discussed in the section on hydration.
A-DNA IN SINGLE CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
The A-type conformation was found in several oligomers including three octamers, a tetramer and a decamer RNA-DNA hybrid. The conditions for crystallising these compounds were similar to those used for the B-dodecamer and involved the addition of alcohol, thought to determine the Aconformation. It is not at all clear at present what the factors are which stabilise a particular conformation when double helices form an ordered crystalline array.
The structure of A-DNA in the octamer d(GGTATACC)
A brief description of the analysis of this structure and the results obtained [17, 18] is a good illustration of the scope and limitation of present day X-ray methods. The octamer was synthesised by the solid phase method [5] with yields of 8-10mg per preparation. Crystals were grown by vapour diffusion with 2-methylpentane-2,4-diol (MPD) from buffered solutions containing spermine hydrochloride, barium, magnesium or strontium chloride and MPD. The conditions of crystallisation were systematically varied until crystals large enough for diffraction measurement were obtained. Intensity data was collected on a diffractometer and later extended to higher resolution using a high intensity synchotron source.
The octamer crystallised with one double helix in the asymmetric unit of a hexagonal cell. The structure was solved by a specially developed, multidimensional search method which combines packing criteria and best fit (R-factor) calculations for low resolution X-ray data [7] . The uniform A-DNA helix postulated in the trial searches was refined by a constrained-restrained refinement technique [19] , making maximal use of the experimental observations to determine the variations in the backbone conformation and the local helical parameters. The analysis is now being extended to more variables, using high resolution synchotron data. The extended crystal structure is formed by packing the octamer dulexes in infinite spirals about the crystallographic 6i axis leaving large central cavities filled with solvent molecules and (probably) with counterions. Adjacent spirals related by 2i screw axes interleave, forming continuous cylinders. The intimate packing of adjacent molecules is clearly shown in Fig. 9 with the end G.C base pairs parallel to, and in van der Waals contact with, the sugar phosphate backbone of symmetry related molecules. The structure is further stabilised by a pair of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The only other intermolecular hydrogen bonds involve water molecules and will be discussed in the section on hydration. Fig. 9 Stereoscopic view of the packing of the octamer duplexes along the sixfold axis.
I
Comparison of the A structure The A conformation was found in a number of crystal structures ( Table 2) . One of these, the
octamer d(GGGGCCCC) [20] is isomorphous with d(GGTATACC). The octamer d(GGCCGGCC) [21]
and the tetramer (d'CCGG) [22] crystallise isomorphously in a tetragonal rather than a hexagonal space group but using the same packing motif as the hexagonal crystals with large cavities, accomodating solvent molecules. Interestingly the tetramer d('CCGG) behaves as if it were an octamer with two tetramers stacked on top of one another but with the connecting phosphate missing. It seems as if in these A type octamers the ability of the end base-pair to stack against the shallow minor groove is the dominant factor in stabilising tle extended crystal structure. The A-type structures form a particularly interesting set for a detailed examination of sequence dependent structural variations Water in crystal structures generally forms either monodentate, bidentate or three centred bonds. The hydrogen bondm being an electrostatic interactions, has variable geometry with 0-H... X distances of 2.5-3A and 0-H...X angles of 150°-180°. When oxygen acts as a hydrogen acceptor the X-H...0 bond tends to lie along the lone pair directions. Water has a strong tendency to form the maximum number of hydrogen bonds. Thus four-coordinated water is surrounded ny an approximate tetrahedral arrangement of donor and acceptor groups. These guidelines have been used to interpret the water peaks in the difference maps. In view of the relatively low resolution of the analysis, however, a tolerance of about 0.251k has been allowed in bonf length thus limiting the distance between H-bonded atoms to about 3.5A. Atoms at a distance greater than say 3.7A can not, with any certainty, be regarded as part of an H-bonded network. It should also be remembered that the limited resolution precludes the identification of all molecules in the crystal structure especially the disordered water in, fr example, the large cavities of the A-type crystal. In these spaces a number of alternative water networks may exist and the X-ray analysis gives a time averaged view of several superimposed structures.
Infra-red spectroscopic studies [32, 33] indicate that the primary hydration shell around double helical DNA contains at least 11-12 water molecules per nucleotide, rising to about 20 at a relative humidity of 80%. The phosphate oxygen atoms have the highest affinity for water, followed by the phosphodiester and sugar oxygen atoms. Above 65% relative humidity the functional groups of the bases are also hydrated, the entire primary hydration shell forming a relatively ordered betwork with about half the water oxygen atoms hydrogen bonded to the DNA molecule and the remaining forming cross links. The crystal structures offer an excellent opportunity of comparing the hydration of the various atoms in different types of helices and correlating these with solution
studies. An examination of the extended water structure in the unit cell may also give an indication on the partial order imposed on an aqueous environment by the hydrophobic and hydrohilic atomic grouping in the double helix.
Hydration in s-DNA -the dodecamer The number of water molecules which could be located with certainty in the B-dodecamer was dependent on experimental conditions. At room temperature 72 peaks could be assigned (of which some were thought to be spermine) [34] and a further 48 appeared in difference maps when the study was carried out at 1 6°K or when the MPD concentration in the crystallisation mixture was increased to about 60% [35] . Under these conditions between one and three water molecules are found around nost phosphate oxygens, of which about 40% coordinate to both phosphates oxygens. Very few of the phosphate ester atoms are hydrated.
The most striking feature of the B-DNA hydration is the ordered water structure found in the minor groove and particularly in the central AT rich region. As illustrated in Fig. 15 water molecules link the functional groups of adjacent steps on the two strands. These water molecules are in turn linked by further water molecules and a chain of nine linked water molecules extends along the centre of the minor groove. The network is further stabilised by coordinating with the sugar 04' atoms. This primary hydration shell becomes less well ordered towards either end of the helix. A higher hydration shell links with the Primary shell and involves some of the phosphate oxygen atoms. Fig. 15 Stereo diagram of the minor groove hydration in the GAATTC segment of the B-dodecamer
The water structure in the major groove is discontinuous and much less regular than in the minor groove (Fig. 16) . Only relatively few water molecules were located at distances of 3.5A or less from the functional groups and only two of these bridge functional groups of the bases between steps directly. A second and equally irregular hydration shell links some of these water molecules and also the phosphate oxygen atoms Pointing into the major groove. In the octamer virtually all the phosphate 01 and 02 atoms are hydrated. Neighbouring 01 atoms along the backbone are frequently bridged by one water molecule but none of the water molecules are linked to the two oxygen atoms of the same phosphorous atom.
The most remarkable feature of the first hydration shell is the ribbon of water molecules extending along the centre of the major groove (Fig. 17) . This ribbon is formed by pentagonal arrangements of five water molecules, each tetrahedrally coordinated either to the functional groups of the bases or to the water molecules which in turn are linked to the phosphate 01 atoms pointing into the major groove. The network has pronounced two-fold symmetry, particularly in the central TATA region.
The network becomes less regular towards either end of the groove. Pentagonal arrangements involving water were observed in small molecule structures, notably in a complex of d(CpG) and proflavine [37] and in hydrated cyclodextin [38, 39] . The minor groove in d(GGBrUABrUACC) is less accessible to solvent molecules than the major groove because the end pairs of one helix are stacked in the minor groove of a symmetry related helix. Nevertheless, most of the functional groups in the minor groove are hydrated (Fig. 18) . The network of water molecules is much less regular than in the major groove and the ordered chain of water molecules, observed in the AT rich region of the minor groove of the B-dodecamer, is not seen. However, there is a well defined chain of water molecules in the central ATA region, where hydrogen bonds are formed to the bases of opposite strands and also to the sugar 04' atom pointing into the minor groove. Less regular networks cross link the functional group of the bases at either end of the octamer. In the other A-type structure d(1CCGG) [22, 40] where the water structure was analysed in some detail, the hydrogen bonded network in the major groove is much more irregular than in d(GGTATACC) possibly because of the intrusion of the terminal OH groups after only four base pairs along the helix. The primary hydration shell consists mostly of local clusters of water molecules coordinating the functional groups and providing intrastrand links. There is only one hydrogen bonded network stretching from the phosphate oxygen of one strand via various functional groups to a phosphate oxygen atom of a symmetry related molecule. In the minor groove very few of the functional groups are hydrated, possibly again because of end effects.
In the octamer d(GGCCGGCC) eighty water molecules were located mostly in the large solvent channels near the major groove. No detailed analysis of the water is as yet available. The position is similar for the hydration in the Z-structures.
It has been suggested that the regular water molecules in the minor groove of B-DNA stabilise the conformation. On dehydration this regular structure is disrupted and only the highly polar phosphate oxygen atoms remain hydrated. This induces a conformational transition and the A-DNA form is stabilised by the hydration in the major groove. The very regular ribbon of water molecules found in the A-octamer structure lends support to the view that the A-conformation is indeed maintained by the hydration of the major groove.
SUMMING UP
The behaviour of DNA in vivo is very complex and becomes apparently more complex as it is investigated in detail. The same seems to hold true for the structure of DNA. The handful of single crystal analyses of deoxyoligonucleotides published in the last few years have made us realise the structural flexibility of DNA, the existence of left handed as well as right handed helices, helices generated from a variable number of repeat units and variable local conformations. We are ready to accept that the classical B-structure is but one of the conformations adopted in vivo and have ourselves become more flexible when interpreting biochemical, as well as physiochemical, experiments on DNA in structural terms.
The search for unifying principles and predictive rules is one of the driving forces behind most scientific investigations. There are already tantalising glimpses of such principles, which might account for some of the observed structural variability. Local conformational changes in particular seem to be governed by base stacking and the tendency for equipartitioning the stacking energy along the entire helix. The different hydration patterns observed in the B and A type structures have suggested some theories about the role of water in mediating conformational transitions.
However, these generalisations are based on structural data from just a few short, selfcomplementary DNA fragments. We need to analyse many more deoxyoligonucleotides of varying length and base composition, selected to answer specific questions. New information will also come from the rapidly expanding field of single crystal analysis of DNA-protein and DNA-drug complexes, and the wide variety of solution studies particularly high resolution nuclear magnetic resonance measurements. It seems a safe prediction that this wealth of data will lead to a new simplification in our understanding of the mode of action of DNA in biological systems. 
